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The guide describes how to use a 9-point system to teach 11 high-interest, low-level novels about Indians and teenagers to students reading at levels 1-8. Teaching India: Literature and Online Resources for the Secondary. Teaching Guide - Read.gov

Literature Circle Guide to INDIAN CAPTIVE by Lois Lenski - Scholastic

Dec 17, 2009. LEARNING GUIDE TO: Benefits of the Movie: A Passage to India will acquaint children with the British colonial QUICK DISCUSSION QUESTION: What role does the desire of the various characters to get to know one Teacher and Librarian Resources for Native American Indian. Each of these 40-48 page guides incorporates a popular work of literature with comprehension,. contains chapter by chapter vocabulary exercises and comprehension and discussion questions Indian in the Cupboard Item #: 013075

Aboriginal Literatures in Canada: A Teacher's Guide - OISE